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INTRALOT introduces Dreamtouch Smart & Winstation30 the vending machines
with the largest tickets’ capacity in the lottery industry. They both confirm
INTRALOT’S continuous commitment in delivering pioneering and innovative
products that dictate industry’s standards and trends with dedication to responsible
gaming principles.
Dreamtouch Smart is the only vending machine to offer 25 instant scratch
tickets and unlimited draw-based games for purchasing, at the height of 54”. It
aims to attract lottery players when on a regular shopping trip to retail stores and
builds on impulse buy occasion. Due to its compact size, Dreamtouch Smart offers
a new level of functionality and convenience especially when installed in
hypermarkets, supercentres and groceries stores. It accommodates the trend of
increasingly open floor plans within retail outlets and big stores. Its compact size
and height at just 54” allow customers to have a greater visibility across the front
end of supercenter stores and checkout areas.
Building on the legacy of Dreamtouch, the first vending machine with touchscreen
introduced in market, it is equipped with a stunning 32” high definition display in
landscape orientation, offering a unique gaming experience and incorporating a
full set of participation features for the players, allowing them to interact with it in a
fast and fully autonomous way. Dreamtouch Smart is enriched with functional
features for the retailers that makes their everyday life easier and maximizes sales
potential.
Winstation30 is the next generation of ITVMs, the first vending machine in the
lottery industry able to dispense up to 30 instant scratch tickets. It is designed
specifically for the sales of scratch tickets through its large front panel with a simple
“push of a button”, draw-based games and terminal instants by interacting with the
10.1’’ embedded touch screen.
It is also a powerful advertisement and promotion lottery module offering rich
multimedia content and call to action messaging to the player including winning
and Jackpots announcements, draw results and responsible gaming messages,

which can be presented through its 19” top monitor. Winstation30 allows players
to engage through various means of participation, enriching player retail game
experiences and increasing satisfaction and loyalty. It can be installed to convenient
stores, retail groceries, shopping malls, airports and numerous other locations,
enabling continuous sales increase with minimum interaction from the retailer side.
These powerful, simple and stylish vending machines redefine the Lottery’s
positioning in the retail vending world and are already expanding INTRALOT’s
Vending Terminals footprint worldwide following integration within several Lotteries
product portfolio.
During ICE 2019, INTRALOT will showcase Dreamtouch Smart & Winstation30
for the first time in Europe, to more than 33,000 visitors and 8,500 operators from
over 150 countries in the award winning INTRALOT ICONIC PAVILION, stand #N4360.
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